WHAT EVERY GUIDE & GUIDE SERVICE
NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE
IT’S NOT JUST FOR EMPLOYEES!
The nuts and bolts of workers’ compensation
insurance for mountaineering guides and guide
services, including permit issues, statutes,
international coverage, current coverage, cost
issues and trends, coverage on W-2 and 1099
employees, out of state trips and much more,
with Q&A
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Presenter: Don Pachner
• Worked for 25 years with respected New York City

international insurance brokerage firm Frenkel & Co., Inc.
• Turned outdoor and conservation volunteer work into a
specialty retail insurance brokerage firm in 2003:
Pachner & Associates, LLC
Insurance Brokers & Consultants
• Specializes in insuring non-motorized outdoor recreation
including mountaineering guides & guide services,
nature & outdoor education, environmental conservation
and research organizations
• Contact:
dpachner@pachner.info
(888) 582-4884 [toll-free]
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What You Will Know After
Taking This Class
1. Know why workers’ compensation insurance is required
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

by each state and how to find state requirements
Know how workers’ compensation laws are enforced
Know who is covered by workers’ compensation
insurance
Understand what workers’ compensation insurance
provides
Understand how workers’ compensation costs are
determined by rating boards and insurance carriers
Know what questions to ask when dealing with workers’
compensation insurance in connection with guiding &
administration of guide service operations
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Three Tangible Action Items
1. Assess whether I am required to carry workers’

compensation insurance by state laws
2. For individual guides or owners/operators, assess
whether I am covered for workers’ compensation
3. Decide whether to carry voluntary workers’
compensation coverage
4. Re-assess my relationships with guide services,
business partners and subcontractors in terms of
workers’ compensation insurance
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What Is Workers’ Compensation Insurance?
• Workers’ Compensation Insurance covers medical expense

and lost time at work resulting from injury or disease that arises
in and out of guiding for others as an employee or guide
service owner, subject to state law and subject to certain
exemptions for officers or business owners in many states

• Workers’ compensation eligibility and benefits are

determined by state workers’ compensation law and
accompanying schedules of fees and benefits

• Generally, a workers’ compensation policy only covers

“benefits as proscribed by law”
• Also covers Employers’ Liability for lawsuits arising in our out
of employment of a guide/guide service employees and not
covered by workers’ compensation insurance.
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REASONS FOR WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE?
• Claims by employees against employers clogged the courts at

the turn of the 20th century.

• Workers’ compensation laws have been adopted in all 50

states, D.C. and U.S. territories and possessions

• Substantial penalties in many states for failure to comply with

state workers’ compensation laws can be imposed after a
work-related accident if a claim is brought through the workers’
compensation board

• Most foreign countries have workers’ compensation and

employers’ liability statutes should you hire guides there

• Workers’ compensation insurance is entirely optional in only

two states, Texas and New Jersey
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Disadvantages of Optional
Workers’ Compensation Coverage
• In state where workers’ compensation coverage is

optional for the guide service, the guide service waives
their three employer defenses when they elect not to carry
workers’ compensation insurance
• This means that the employer cannot use the following
common law defenses, if an employed guide sues the
guide service that does not have a workers’ compensation
policy in those states:
• The guide contributed to the cause of the injury/disease
• The guide assumed the risk of injury by knowingly taking the job
• The injury was caused by a fellow employee
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If You Are Employed As A Guide?
• Does your health insurance cover work-related accident

or disease? Most health insurance policies contain an
exclusion for work-related injury or disease.

• If you are paid on a 1099 as an “independent contractor”,

do you have your own Workers’ Compensation Policy?

• If not, does your guide service employer have a Workers’

Compensation Policy that covers you in the event of workrelated accident or disease that results in medical
expense and/or lost time at work?
(more on this later in presentation)
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If You Are Employed As A Guide (Cont.)
• Are you prepared to submit a workers’ compensation claim to

the state Workers’ Compensation Board if you have a serious
injury while guiding for the guide service that has hired you?

• Framework of Employment issues are best negotiated and

worked out prior to an accident for numerous reasons:
• Substantial fines and penalties imposed on uninsured employers
• Depending on state law, possibility of guide service paying the

workers’ compensation benefits out of pocket (in some states, up to
four times the benefits as a penalty) without reimbursement

• Workers’ Compensation Boards are notoriously biased toward the

employee, as are their Administrative Law Judges

• Legal expense for all parties hiring an attorney, if claim is contested by

the guide service (to avoid paying benefits, fines and penalties)
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What Do These Terms Mean?
• State Fund: One of 20 workers’ compensation insurance

carriers chartered by a free-market state as the insurer of last
resort in that state.
• Workers’ Compensation Pool: Also known as “assigned
risk plan” or “residual lines” assigns applicants who cannot
find coverage elsewhere to one of several insurers based on
the percentage of premium volume those insurers write statewide.
• Other States Coverage: Coverage B on a workers’
compensation policy that automatically grants coverage for
non-monopolistic states.
• Not generally available or on a limited basis through assigned risk

plans.
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Workers’ Compensation Terms (Cont.)
• Voluntary Compensation Endorsement: Workers’

compensation policies cover benefits required by state law. If
you have an employee that is exempt or otherwise not covered
by the law in a state where they work or travel through, this
automatically pays the same workers’ compensation benefits
as paid to non-exempt employees
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Monopolistic States (WY, WA, OH, ND)
• Monopolistic State: 4 states prohibit competition for

workers’ compensation insurance and provide coverage
through the state in the form of a payroll tax: Washington,
Wyoming, Ohio and North Dakota (North Dakota slated to
allow private competition soon)
• Interstate Treaty: Agreements between a monopolistic
state and free-market state that governs who is covered
by monopolistic state plan and by private insurance for
locations in those states
• Stop-Gap Employers Liability: An endorsement to a
Commercial General Liability Policy covering “employers’
liability” in monopolistic states that provide workers’
compensation benefits through the state and no
“employers’ liability coverage”. Relatively inexpensive.
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Who Will You Speak to at an
Insurance Company?

• Insurance Company Loss Control Engineers/Inspection Service

Representatives: They will contact you to set up an inspection and
review your operations and loss control procedures, usually in person,
sometimes over the phone. May required risk management procedures
• Insurance Company Auditors: Workers’ compensation premium is
usually adjusted after the policy expires, although some policies adjust
the premium monthly or quarterly (“pay as you go”). Sometimes they
audit in person at your office, sometimes you will send a “voluntary”
report of exposure requested by the insurance company’s auditor.
• Claims Representative: Most insurance companies will have a toll-free
number for claims reporting, others will accept claims by fax, email or the
internet.
• Due to claims reporting time requirements imposed by law and enforced by

administrative law courts, time is of the essence in reporting workers’
compensation claims/incidents directly to the insurer ASAP after an accident

• Third Party Contractors: Insurance company sometimes hires a

contractor called a Third Party Administrator for these functions –
• NEVER call an insurance underwriter directly! Always work through
your insurance agent or broker!
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Wilderness Risk Management Consultants
• Wilderness Risk Management Consultant: A business

consultant specializing in outdoors organizations
• Audits: A risk management consultant can audit your
operations to determine how you can improve risk
management as it relates to worker safety, then recommend a
plan of action to implement their recommendations
• Insurance Company Loss Control Recommendations:
Insurance company loss control engineers or inspection
services sometimes come up with risk management
recommendations. An independent Wilderness Risk
Management Consultant you hire can represent you and
come up with the most cost effective implementation of the
recommendations or represent you in deciding which
recommendations must be implemented
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How Open Should I Be About Past
Problems/Current Payroll/Insurance?
• Always be open about your past insurance premium history,
•
•
•
•
•

claim history, insurers and insurance companies when speaking
to your agent or broker
It may seem counterintuitive to some, but this will work to your
advantage.
On balance, you will gain the confidence of the insurance company
underwriter, who is trying to obtain the best pricing and most
appropriate rating classification for you
Mention any issues you have had with your past insurance programs
or companies, and past agents/brokers/risk managers
Always be truthful about past exposure (payrolls, number of
employees, how you pay your guides, etc.) and also include separate
projections for the coming year, if changes are expected.
When obtaining insurance for a new operation, always use the low
end of your payroll projections! This is subject to economic and
weather conditions, catastrophic events, competition and issues with
business partnerships and permits.
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General Concepts of Workers’ Compensation
Insurance Important to Guides and Guide Services
• State law governs (more later)
• Both W-2 Employees and 1099 staff may be subject to the

law and charged for by an insurance carrier
• If unsure of coverage or classification determination by an
insurance carrier, have your insurance agent or broker
consult the NCCI Scopes Manual and contact the
appropriate workers’ compensation rating board for
clarification (that is their job!)
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Foreign Coverage
• To some extent, you workers’ compensation policy will cover

temporary foreign exposure for U.S. residents abroad under
Employers’ Liability Coverage B
• Monopolistic states generally also provide this coverage

• Foreign Package Policies will cover true Foreign Voluntary

Workers’ Compensation Coverage With Benefits From Your
Home State, emergency evacuation, endemic disease and
repatriation coverage, along with workers’ compensation and
employers’ liability coverage for foreign workers in the country
you guide in, and for third party nationals from other countries.

• Group Accident/Medical Expense Policies can cover a discrete

amount of medical expense, emergency evacuation, endemic
disease and repatriation coverage without a dedicated
workers’ compensation policy, but is not a substitute.
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Disadvantage of Trying to Duplicate
Worker’s Compensation Coverage
• Attempts to circumvent workers’ compensation insurance

through cooperative ownership must be reviewed by your
attorney and/or accountant
• Attempts to duplicate workers’ compensation benefits with
an AD&D/Excess Accident Medical Expense Policy and
Disability Policy are generally not acceptable
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Relevant Information For Audits
• Identify all contractors paid and whether you have

certificates of insurance from them for Workers’
Compensation Insurance
• If you use staff paid on 1099s, do you have evidence of
workers’ compensation insurance from each of them?
• If not, have you declared their cost as payroll on your
workers’ compensation policy?
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Preparation for Discussion of Your Insurance
Needs With Insurance Agents
• Documentation for Workers’ Compensation
• Most recent policy declarations
• Copy of most recent experience modification or retrospective rating
• Copy of most recent policy audit adjustment
• Most recent quarterly Form 941
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Preparation for Discussion of Your
Insurance Needs With Others (Cont.)
• Hard copy loss runs
•
•
•
•

Request hard copy loss history from all insurers for past 5 years
Include a narrative for all claims with detailed description
Be prepared to explain what you have done to prevent a recurrence
Obtain current updated status for all significant open claims

• NOTE: If renewing with same insurer, good idea to request loss runs for your

records and to ask for status update on significant open claims

• Claims “reserve” estimates are updated periodically and can have an

impact on your insurance premium for up to 4 years after they occur
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Preparation For Discussion of Your
Insurance Needs With Others (Continued)
• Significant Prior Claims History
• Include a detailed narrative of all significant open claims
• Obtain updated status of significant open claims from broker or

agent

• If you have brought in a risk management consultant, include a

copy of their initial report, your response and their final report

• Detail steps taken to prevent a recurrence of the claim
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Contracts With Guides Paid on a 1099
• Consult your attorney when reviewing contracts
• The wording in contracts can affect whether the employed

guide(s) will be considered an employee under the state
workers’ compensation law
• Generally, if the guide paid on a 1099 has the power to
hire their own guides and/or other employees, provide
their own equipment and dictate when and where they
work, they would be considered independent contractors

• When in doubt, always ask your attorney, check the state Workers’

Compensation Board web site, or call their “determinations section”
• If they are true independent contractors, obtain evidence of a
Workers’ Compensation Policy with waiver of subrogation
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Typical Types of Contracts With Workers’ Compensation
Implications Entered Into by Outdoors Organizations
• Ground Transportation Suppliers
• Contracted Guides & Outfitters
• Land Managers
• Business Partners
• Employees
• Clients Who Bring Their Own Staff Along on Trip
• Vendors of Logistical Services
• Sponsors of Events
• Associations or Certification & Standards Organizations

Whose Curriculum You Teach
• Foreign Destination Management Companies
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Obtaining Proper Insurance
From Business Partners
•

Your insurance agent or broker should have a punch list of
requirements that they can adapt to any client who works with
subcontractors

•

When obtaining workers’ compensation certificates of
insurance from contractors, always have them reviewed by your
insurance agent/broker/consultant before accepting them!

•

For guide services, generally an entity cannot be added as
additional insured on a Workers’ Compensation Policy

•

Always ask for “waiver of subrogation” when requesting
evidence of workers’ compensation insurance
(explanation on following slide)
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Obtaining Proper Insurance From
Business Partners (Cont.)

• “Subrogation” is the right of an insurance company to

assume the rights of their policyholder to recover from a
negligent party after paying out workers’ compensation
benefits
• Increasingly we have seen workers’ compensation
carriers bring liens, for the amount of benefits they have
paid out, against any organization they believe negligently
caused an accident resulting in an injury to staff (e.g.
teachers accompanying participants of a client)
• e.g. Staff of a school or camp you guide, staff of a climbing gym

• By obtaining evidence of a “waiver of subrogation” on

client’s workers’ compensation policy prior to trip, this
situation and resulting liability claim is avoided
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Guide Service Staff Paid on a 1099
• Employment relationships with staff paid on a 1099 are complicated!

Consult your attorney, accountant and insurance
agent/broker/consultant before you make a decision on how to structure
your staff, and how to handle workers’ state compensation laws

• It is important to note that 1099 relationships are subject to tax law, Fair

Labor Standards Act requirements, workers’ compensation law, and the
insurance company’s underwriting guidelines and policy form, as well
as the requirements of your business partners and land managers. This
is a complex area of the law with many gray areas.
• Send any employment contracts for 1099 workers to your insurance

broker/agent/consultant for review. It may have both workers’
compensation and liability insurance implications.
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Multi-State
Workers’ Compensation Exposure

• When in doubt, ask your insurance agent or broker

• Some states require that you carry a policy in that state if you

employee residents in that state or your guide is there for a
certain minimum number of hours

• e.g. Nevada residents working in Red Rocks must be covered on a

Nevada workers’ compensation policy

• e.g. New York requires any guide service in NY on business for at

least 40 hours to carry a NY workers’ compensation policy

• The workers’ compensation policy in your home state will

usually cover your employees when temporarily out of state on
business

• Technically speaking, a guide or their surviving spouse can

submit a workers’ compensation claim in any state they are
injured in, but it is not practical to take out a policy for each
state your guides travel in and rarely seen in the guiding
industry
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Multi-State Exposure (Cont.)
• Due to the nature of guided climbing/mountaineering, few

states have coverage available outside of the assigned
risk plan or state insurance fund
• Assigned Risk Plans and State Insurance Funds have
limited ability to cover guiding in other states

• Voluntary “non-assigned risk” policies can easily add “other states

coverage” but is rarely available to mountaineering guides

• Do not take what an insurance company tells you at face

value: speak to your agent or broker and to the
determinations section of the Workers’ Compensation
Board in the state where you are based, to verify their
advice.
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Workers’ Compensation Resources
• Analysis of Workers’ Compensation Laws – published

annually by U.S. Chamber of Commerce ($70) includes
information regarding laws in the U.S. and contact
information for each state
• NCCI Scopes Manual: Detailed definitions of each
manual classification. Your agent or broker should
subscribe to this and cite it when arguing classification
issues.
• State Workers’ Compensation Board: Chartered by
state to administer and enforce its workers’ compensation
law and programs, including claims appeals and coverage
determinations, to impose fines and penalties for noncompliance, to operate administrative law courts for
appeals, administer or contract out assigned risk plans
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Land Use Permits
• Workers’ Compensation requirements on land use permits

vary widely according to the permit administrator and the
permit office

• Pay particular attention to workers’ compensation

requirements

• Check the wording in your permit and confirm whether workers’

compensation coverage is required for all guides

• If you are considering permit sharing, ask the permit administrator

about any workers’ compensation requirements for guest guides
operating under your permit, where permitted
• Remember that a workers’ compensation claim for a guest guide

operating as your employee can have a significant long term impact on
your workers’ compensation insurance premiums for up to 4 years
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Considerations for Facilities Ownership
• For those owning or leasing a facility, pay careful attention when entering

into contracts for facility rental, festival vendors or sponsorship,
maintenance of premises, renovation or new construction and ask for
evidence of workers’ compensation with waiver of subrogation!

• As noted previously, ask your insurance broker/agent/consultant to

provide a punch list of insurance requirements you can use for each
situation.

• Make sure you require of vendors or contractors insurance any workers’

compensation insurance required by landlords and/or land managers

• When sponsoring a festival or event, use a vendor contract for all vendors
• A vendor agreement should be required of both non-profit organizations and for-

profit organizations

• Obviously, a volunteer-run nonprofit may not be subject to the workers’

compensation laws, and all others must provide evidence of workers’
compensation insurance with waiver of subrogation!
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Festivals and Competitions
• You may need a separate policy or an endorsement for a

festival, race, or other special event. Ask your insurance
broker when you start planning the event!
• If the festival is held on land you lease or rent, make sure the

insurance requirements on your lease or rental agreement
flow to your requirements for those renting your facility or
vendors at the festival or event.
• Require evidence of workers’ compensation with waiver of

subrogation on all subcontractors and vendors (special
consideration for volunteer-run nonprofits)
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How Is Workers’ Compensation Premium
Calculated?
• Most states classify mountain climbing instructors and

•

•
•
•

guides as Code 9180 “Amusement Device Operators,
Not Otherwise Classified”
Oregon [code 2697 - Outdoor Guides]
Alaska/Montana [code 9094 - Outdoor Guide Services]
These are specific classification codes applying to rock
climbing/mountaineering guides and instructors.
These classifications include hiking, backpacking,
backcountry skiing, ice climbing, etc.
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9180
PHRASEOLOGY AMUSEMENT DEVICE OPERATION NOC

NOT TRAVELING

DRIVERS.

(N/A CO, MA)
Includes ticket sellers or collectors and applies to the operation and maintenance of merry-go-rounds,
swings, roller coasters and similar amusement devices not otherwise classified. This classification
does not apply to amusements, exhibitions or other operations separately classified in this manual
(such as bath houses, billiard halls, boat livery, bowling lanes, garages, restaurants, retail stores,
theaters) whether operated by the owner or lessee of the exhibition or amusement park or through
independent concession.
CROSS-REF. Club Shooting
ri ers clubs employing only clerical office employees shall be
ri ers (N/A AK) Fireworks
classified as Code 8810 Clerical Office Employees Shooting allery
E hibition
ri ers
State Special: California Amusement Parks or Exhibitions operation and maintenance of merrygo-rounds, swings, roller coasters or other amusement devices not specifically classified including
ticket collectors connected therewith. Baths, billiard halls, bowling centers, dance halls, restaurants,
retail stores, skating rinks and theaters shall be separately classified
California Clubs Shooting Galleries the preparation or serving of hot foods shall be separately
classified as Code 90 9 Restaurants or Taverns
California Shooting Galleries the preparation or serving of hot foods shall be separately classified
as Code 90 9 Restaurants or Taverns
Drivers includes ticket sellers or
Colorado Amusement Device Operation NOC Not Traveling
collectors and applies to the operation and maintenance of merry-go-rounds, swings, roller coasters,
and similar amusement devices not otherwise classified. This classification does not apply to
amusements, exhibitions, or other operations separately classified in this manual (such as bath
houses, billiard halls, boat liveries, bowling lanes, garages, restaurants, retail stores, theaters)
whether operated by the owner or lessee of the exhibition or amusement park or through
independent concession. White-water rafting and kayaking operations to be separately classified to
Code 9183
Massachusetts Amusement Device Operation NOC Not Traveling
Drivers includes ticket
sellers or collectors and applies to the operation and maintenance of merry-go-rounds, swings, roller
coasters and similar amusement devices not otherwise classified
New York Shooting Gallery Drivers includes ticket sellers or collectors and applies to
amusement devices not otherwise classified.
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SCOPE Code 9180 is applied to insureds engaged in the operation of amusement devices at a
permanent location provided such operations are not otherwise classified in the manual. The
classification includes ticket sellers and collectors and applies to the operation and maintenance of
merry-go-rounds, roller coasters and similar rides in that category. Bath houses, billiard halls, boat
liveries, bowling lanes, dance halls, restaurants, retail stores, theaters, etc., are separately classified.
Code 9180 has been applied, by analogy, to the operation of miniature trains or scenic railroads at
amusement parks or oos alligator or snake exhibitions pony rides dolphin training, feeding and
care and oos. The term “ oos” used in this context refers to incidental animal exhibits that are part
of an amusement park, not traditional oos where the main attractions are animal exhibits.
Additional operations contemplated by Code 9180 include canoe schools providing in-water training
white-water float trips mountain climbing instructors and guides hang gliding instructors who do not
engage in the activity water skiing exhibitions water slide and wave pool operations and race car
drivers. Race car teams or crews that repair or service race cars at or away from racetracks are
assigned to Code 8380.
Cable chair sky rides and employees at winter sports areas engaged in alpine or downhill skiing
operations are contemplated by Code 9180. These insureds may operate ski tows and artificial snow
making machinery as well as offer the services of ski instructors, ski patrols, parking lot attendants
and ticket sellers. Ski shop employees who work where ski equipment is rented and repaired are
properly classified to Code 801 .
Ski trail maintenance operations generally involve the grooming of trails on flat terrain using a
snowmobile-type of vehicle and branch clippers. Operation of ski trails by risks engaged in alpine or
downhill skiing operations is classified to Code 9180. Cross-country ski trail maintenance by risks
such as resort hotels, camps or clubs is assigned to the classification applicable to these risks (e.g.,
Code 9052 Hotels).
Insureds whose business is operating cross-country ski trails are assigned by analogy to Code 9102
since the maintenance of trails is the primary exposure. Cross-country ski instructors employed by
these insureds are included under Code 9102.
As indicated by this classification's cross-reference phraseologies, Code 9180 also is applied to
insureds engaged in the operation of shooting clubs or shooting galleries. Shooting galleries involve
the operation and maintenance of a range equipped with targets for practice with firearms. The
operations of shooting clubs include the care and feeding of retriever dogs and, in some cases, the
care and feeding of game birds. Hunting guides employed by these clubs and any employees
involved in the maintenance of guns and other equipment fall within the scope of this classification.
Skeet shooting facilities are appropriately classified under Code 9180.
Code 9180 also is applied to insureds who contract to arrange public or private firework displays for
entertainment purposes. The classification includes all employees engaged in the planning and
setting up of incidental framework, in addition to the timing of the fuses on the fireworks.
Certain Code 9180 operations are designated as “not otherwise classified” (NOC). These NOC
operations shall apply to an insured only when no other classification more specifically describes the
insured's operations. The following is a representative list of operations somewhat related in nature
to Code 9180 operations that are not assigned to Code 9180.
901 Amusement Park or Exhibition
801 Arcades
9182 Athletic Park
9089 Billiard Hall
9093 Bowling Lane
918 Carnival, Circus or Amusement Device Operator

Traveling

9044 Casino Gambling
9102 Park NOC
9154 Theater NOC
In addition to this representative list, one should review sources such as the alphabetical index in this
https://www.ncci.com/...e&ManualURL=%2fManuals%2fscopes%2fproductindices%2fnumeric%2ftocn.htm&ManualState=All[10/20/2013 2:44:15 PM]
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manual to determine whether a classification other than Code 9180 or a classification other than a
classification on the above list is applicable to the operations being reviewed for classification
purposes.
State Addendum
Massachusetts Refer to Code 9016 for the appropriate classification applicable to ski area parking
lot, snow removal and snow making employees. Additionally, Code 9016 is applied, by analogy, to
insureds whose business is operating cross-country ski trails. Cross-country ski instructors employed
by these insureds are included under Code 9016.
Code 9044 is not available (N/A MA).
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909

State Special: applies in A , MT

PHRASEOLOGY OUTDOOR GUIDE SERVICES.
Aircraft or maritime operations to be separately rated. This classification is applicable to insureds who
operate as outdoor guides for activities such as but not limited to hunting, fishing, camping, hiking,
float trips, canoe trips, kayaking, rock climbing, mountain climbing, or backpacking trips. This code is
also applicable to white-water rafting guides. In addition to employing guides, these businesses may
also hire helpers to clean fish or game, set up and operate camping sites or prepare, store and clean
equipment used in the business operations. These are all duties contemplated by Code 9094. If the
insured also operates a permanent lodge or cabins for clients, employees who exclusively perform
cooking or housekeeping duties may be assigned to Code 9052 or 9058. A division of payroll is not
allowed for persons who interchange between the outdoor guide services and cooking or
housekeeping. Any maritime operations such as offshore fishing are to be separately rated. Further,
the operation of any aircraft is to be separately rated.
SCOPE Code 9094's scope is reflected in its footnote above.
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Miscellaneous Classifications

• We have sometimes been successful in classifying

avalanche education courses as Code 8868 – Private
Schools , which takes a lower rate than the guide class
• We have also sometimes been successful classifying
youth mountaineering instruction at an owned facility as a
Camp, but be careful. I
• In some states this rate is higher than the one for code 9180

usually used for mountaineering
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How Is Premium Calculated? (Cont.)
• The state rating board publishes loss cost rates based

on the aggregate premiums and incurred losses for the
classification
• Insurance companies adjust the loss cost rates with a
loading to reflect their own loss experience for that
classification in the state
• Both of these rates are filed and approved by the state
insurance regulators prior to use
• The premium is based on this rate per $100 of payroll
• i.e. the insurance premium is a percentage of payroll

• These rates vary widely by state, depending on the

overall experience for that classification in the state

• The rate for Code 9180 can vary by state from 2% to 15% of payroll
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How Is Premium Calculated? (Cont.)
• Workers’ compensation premium is estimated when the policy

is written or renewed

• This is based on your most recent audit or a projection
• If you project a lower payroll going forward than the prior year’s, send

a signed letter on your letterhead explaining the discrepancy to your
agent
• Sometimes insurance companies will ask for a recent workers’
compensation audit or your past Form 941 tax returns when
underwriting new policies to verify payroll shown on your insurance
application

• The final workers’ compensation premium is adjusted based on

the actual payroll for the period, usually after the policy expires
• The premium adjustment is based on the rates as of the policy

effective date
• The renewal policy payrolls will usually be adjusted at the same time
going forward
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How Is Premium Calculated? (Cont.)
• For a smaller guide service, the rates are set in stone

• Small total premium adjustments are made for
• Premium discount based upon volume
• In some states, merit rating for good claims experience
• Expense constant
• Terrorism premium (mandatory)
• In some states additional adjustments are made:
• Adjustment of medical expense index
• Various state injury fund contributions, etc.

• A insurance carrier may occasionally adjust the premium based

on rate deviation (credits or debits)
• State Funds are insurers of last resort, so lost cost loadings
are higher based on adverse selection of the policyholders it
insures
• Monopolistic States generally have lower rates for guides
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How Is Premium Calculated? (Cont.)
• For a larger guide service, additional credits may be

available, depending on the size of your policy

• Experience Modification (State Experience Rating Plan)
• A complex statistical formula for policies over a certain threshold

premium (for x number of years) that takes your claims and premium
history into account
• Measures the ratio of actual losses to expected losses
• Expressed as a ratio and applied to your standard premium
• Retroactive Rating Plans and Cash Flow Plans
• Rare for guide services due to large premium required

• Safety Groups
• Some State Funds may have “safety groups” that you could be eligible

for

• These are groups run by a safety group administrator for specific
classifications
• Rare for rock climbing and mountaineering guides/guide services
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How Is Premium Calculated? (Cont.)
• Coverage on owners and executive officers will vary by

state

• Many states exempt sole proprietors, sole owners of a corporation,

or sole members of an LLC
• Some states allow these owners to opt in to coverage
• Most states have a minimum and maximum payroll for
owners/executive officers

• This can sometimes be waived if the owner/officer can be classified as

an employee and spends most of their time guiding

• You should ask your agent or broker what the rules are in the state

where your payroll is shown
• To be exempted from, or to opt in to workers’ compensation
coverage, owners/officers must sign a form electing this option

• Depending on the location of the owner/officer’s payroll and state law,

this form may be filed with the state, or with the insurance carrier, and
may be filed once, or, in some cases, each time a new policy is written.
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Workers’ Compensation Insurance Trends in 2013
• Always consult your agent or broker, as well as your attorney

•
•
•
•

and accountant when dealing with 1099 guides or if you are a
guide paid on a 1099
Expect to be placed in an assigned risk plan in most states
Rates have been increasing dramatically in some states and
represent a significant cost for the guide/guide service
Ask your agent or broker whether to file an appeal where an
insurance carrier inappropriately classifies your employees
Always consult your agent or broker about multi-state exposure

